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1 Problem Formulation

Reasoning about fault-tolerant Byzantine distributed systems is very difficult. The causes

for this are many: unbounded delivery of messages, arbitrary behavior of faulty agents,

differences in execution speed. Several attempts have been made to tackle this problem,

which we will go over in more detail in a later section of this document:

[Mic89] [HM90] [AW04] [Fim18] [PS18] [KPS+19].

However so far there does not exist an extensive framework to efficiently reason about epis-

temic states of agents in a distributed environment with a Byzantine failure assumption.

With [KPS+19] an attempt has been made to create a comprehensive framework, which

allows the analysis of knowledge in Byzantine distributed systems. The model presented

in [KPS+19] is very generic, as Byzantine agents are allowed to exhibit arbitrary behavior

and the environment (adversary) is free to evoke any events (while adhering to the law of

causality). Nonetheless [KPS+19] does implement a restriction that allows putting a bound

on the number of Byzantine agents.

The aim of this thesis is to formalize and generalize the kinds of restrictions, which can be

used to enrich the general framework [KPS+19] by limiting agent behavior and/or constrain-

ing the (Byzantine) power of the adversary. We do so by introducing extensions. An exten-

sion captures system restrictions like synchronous agent behavior, reliable communication

and so on. We intend to identify different classifications (possibly hierarchies) of extensions

and provide a guide on how to best implement them. We explore the possibilities and limita-

tions of combining extensions (modularity) and also aim to provide a collection of ready-to-

use extensions representing some of the most common properties (like synchronous agent

behavior, reliable communication, time-bounded communication, adherence to a multicast

communication paradigm, ...).

We also aim to investigate for a selected set of extensions, whether the results established

for the general framework [KPS+19] carry over, when these extensions are applied.



2 Expected Results

The expected outcome of this thesis is an enhancement of the framework [KPS+19], where

we not only provide a set of premade extensions, but also based on formal reasoning pro-

vide the necessary tools regarding how to combine existing extensions and how to create

completely new ones to achieve maximum composability and simplicity. We also expect to

show which of the major results of the general framework [KPS+19] are preserved for exten-

sions.

3 Methodological Approach

Our approach to achieving the expected results is a three step process:

• First we formalize the notion of extensions and attempt to identify elemental compati-

bility conditions regarding their combination.

• In the next step we introduce classifications of extensions and extension implemen-

tations. We aim to obtain a theory regarding extension combination based on these

established classifications. To achieve this we apply various methods of formal rea-

soning to show that our presented methods of extension combination are indeed safe

and sound.

• In this third step on the basis of our newly found theory we create extensions corre-

sponding to common distributed system models. We examine whether the results (e.g.

the (im)possibility of agents knowing that they themselves or others are faulty or simi-

lar) from [KPS+19] still hold. In addition to that we plan to further investigate whether

the restrictions imposed by some of our extensions (like synchronous agents) lead to

new results.

Initially we were also aiming to demonstrate the practicality of this enhanced framework by

using our created extensions and theory on extension combination to instantiate distributed

systems based on some common models, to show that it is indeed suitable to analyze var-

ious well established distributed system models (with failure assumptions). However upon



closer inspection of the complexity of the problems mentioned in the three points above,

we quickly realized that including the analysis of real world distributed algorithms would go

beyond the scope of this thesis.

4 State of the Art

In the following paragraphs we list some relevant research on the topic of knowledge and

distributed systems.

In [Hin62] the formal notions of knowledge and belief are introduced in the form of modal

operators in a logical language.

[FHMV95] provides a runs and systems framework for reasoning about knowledge not only

of individual agents, but of groups of agents, where any collection of interacting agents is

treated as a multi-agent system. The concept of runs - a function from (discrete) time to a

global system state - is introduced, to capture how a system evolves over time. [FHMV95]

also focuses on knowledge about knowledge (A knows that B knows that everyone knows

that ...) especially common knowledge.

In [FHMV99] the authors first demonstrate that common knowledge is a prerequisite for

solving many problems in a distributed setting (coordination and agreement), however is

impossible to attain in the presence of temporal imprecision (thus unattainable in the real

world). As a solution they propose two different ways to mend this problem: ε-coordination

(a relaxed notion of coordination) and coarser granularity of time.

[Mic89] uses a knowledge based algebraic approach for both the design and comparison of

distributed protocols for unreliable networks.

[Fim18] analyzes asynchronous message-passing systems with up to f Byzantine failures by

means of temporal-epistemic logic.

[PS18] explores the connection between epistemic knowledge and communication com-

plexity in synchronous message-passing systems by using epistemic models together with

action models to represent the change in the possible world states when certain information

is passed.

To our knowledge as of yet [KPS+19] is the most comprehensive work with respect to knowl-

edge in Byzantine distributed systems, which this thesis aims to extend.



5 Relation to Computer Engineering

The analysis of fault-tolerant distributed systems, as well as automated verification of sys-

tems are both elemental parts of computer engineering. Thus conceptually using epistemic

logic for the purposes of reasoning about the knowledge of agents in such systems is ac-

tually not too different from using temporal logic for formal verification (which is part of the

computer engineering curriculum).
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